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TI~TRODUCTION 
This thesis is a study of dissonance, vertical sonority, melody 
and rhythm in the music of Cristobal Morales (c. 1500-1553) as revealed 
in the twelve ~~sses published in 1952 by the Escuela Espanola de Historia 
y Arquelogia in Roma, edited by Higini Angles. 
'Ehe technique of the thesis is direct analysis of the music. It 
is not essentially a compar ative thesis. Relationships are dravm, however, ~~ 
particularly in Chapter One where the discussion of dissonance is in the 
form o:f a running comparison with Palestrina dissonance treatment as es-
tablished by Knud Jeppesen. 
There is no attempt to extend the thesis beyond the four elements 
of dissonance, vertical sonority, melody and rhythm. Use of borrowed ma-
terial, contrapQ~tal techniques and text setting are not t reated. 
Furthermore, it ·was felt that a~ extensive biography was not 
called for in such a t hesis. However, a brief appendix, containing an out-
l ine of Morales' travels and activities, is included. 
The results of the thesis, it is hoped, 1-v-ill shed more light on 
the compositional technique of this major sixteenth century composer and, 
possibly, on the decades in which he wrote. 
i . 
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Chapter One 
DISSONANCE 
This section will giTe e~dence that Palestrina dissonance treat-
ment is strongly foreshadowed in Morales. To furnish such evidence, Mora-
les' use of dissonance is compared and contrasted w.i.th that of Palestrina 
as established by Knud Jeppesen. 
It l'lill be shown that while nearly all of the basic features of 
Palestrina's dissonance treatment can be found in Morales, there are cer-
tain dissonance devices indigenous to Morales which are not part of Pales-
trina's style. These devices, it will be pointed out, have chiefly to do 
with the leaving of a dissonance disjunctly. 
It will be further shown that Morales' use of dissonance is much 
closer to Palestrina's than that of composers of the late 15th and early 
16th centuries. Morales discards many of the harsher, disjunct dissonant 
effects found in polyphonic music of the late· 15th and early 16th centur-
ies, and retains the smoother ones. Through this process Morales goes far 
towards the smoothness and clarity of the Palestrina style. 
Dissonance l'lill be discussed in the following order: 
I. Passing Dissonance 
A. Minim 
B. Semiminim 
II. Cambiata 
III • Porta.mento 
IV. Returning note 
V. Conjunctly introduced dissonance which is left 
disjunctly 
VI. Note against note dissonance 
VII. Fusa dissonance 
VIII. Syncope dissonance 
A. Dissonantly introduced 
II l. 
B. Dissonantly introduced and combined with 
minim returning notes 
C. Irregular resolution of Syncope dissonance 
D. Minim Syncope 
E. Double and triple dissonance 
F. R chord with double ties 
G. Syncope dissonance coiD.bined with other 
dissonant forms. 
IX. Further combinations of dissonances used simultaneous- ! 
ly 
X. Summary chart of Dissonance section 
1l Note: In this section as in the entire thesis, original note values are 
retained and are referred to in the closest English approximations 
of the original terms: 
Breve \2,\ 
Semi breve 0 
Minim c\ 
Semiminim ~I 
Fusa p 
--
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I. Passing Dissonance 
A. Minim passing dissonance 
Morales employs the minim passing dissonance in the same manner 
as Palestrina,1 i.e., it is introduced and left conjunctly and appears 
only on the unaccented minim. 
The most noticeable thing about the use of this dissonance in 
Morales is its relatively infrequent appearance. Examination of an entire 
Mass may reveal only three or four examples. Jeppesen does not comment on 
the frequency of this dissonance in Palestrina, but even a cursory exam-
ination reveals somewhat greater occurrence than in Morales . 
Jeppesen finds the minim passing dissonance in Palestrina most 
often descending.2 There is also a slight preference for the descending 
form in Morales. Example 1 illustrates an ascending dissonant minim. 
1. Knud Jeppesen, The Style of Palestrina and the Dissonance, Second Re-
vised and Enlarged edition, Copenhagen-London, 1946. pp. 115-116 
2. Ibid, P• 118 -
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B. Semiminim Passing Dissonance 
The treatment of semiminim passing dissonance is very much the 
same in Palestrina and Morales . There are two f orms found in both composers: 
l 
11 (1) the unaccented and (2) the relatively accented. In the first form, the 
dissonance can occur on t.lJ.e second and fourth semiminim of a group of 
I four ( J ~~ j ) )1; in the second form the dissonance can occur on the third 
·!!< ··if. 
1 semiminim of the group of f our (as well as the second) ( J J .,1 ) ) • Both 
~) *' 
forms are extremely common. 
The normal arrangement of the relatively accented passing semiminim 
as employed by Palestrina is illustrated in Example 2. 2 
1. Jeppesen, ~· ~., P • 119 
2. ibid., P• 124 
,, 
I 
Ex. 2 
This arrangement is also the most common in Morales . (Ex. 3 and 
4). It is in the ascending step after the fourth semiminim 'Which gives 
this form its peculiar character in both composers. Earl ier Renaissance 
composers such as Obrecht, J osquin, and Isaac are not as consistent in 
the use of the final ascending step.1 This is the first of several occa-
sions in which Morales is closer to Palestrina than to his predecessors . 
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1. Jeppesen, ~· ~., PP• 132-133 
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Jeppesen, with his constant desire to find the motivation and de-
rivations of musical devices, suggests that the relatively accented semi- I 
minim is really a filled in cambiata.1 lj 
I The relatively accented dissonant semiminim also appears in another 
related form, illust~ated in Example 5. 
--,_.____ --
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In this form the ascending step after the fourth note is not felt 
to be vital in either Palestrina or Morales. Palestrina often replaces 
this ascending step with continued descending motion or ascending skips 
of a third, fourth, fifth or rarely an octave . 2 Example 5 shows the form 
ii}.~ 
most frequently found in Morales . Examples of other freedoms used by Pales-
trina are r~e • 
The rhythmic pattern of this variation of the second form of rela-
1. Jeppesen, ~· cit., P• 151 
2. ibid., PP• 136-138 
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tively accented semiminim ( d ) J ) is most often found in Mor ales with 
no disson~nt relationship. 
I I • Cambiata 
Morales differs considerably from Palestrina in the treatment of 
the cambiata. The "classic11 tre_atment of the carnbiata in t he Palestrina 
style is illustrated in Example 6. 
Ex. 6 
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The features of the Palestrina carnbiata are as follows: 
(1) A descending interval of a fourth, partly filled in 
with an interval of a second and a third, in that 
orderl 
(2) The dissonance occurs on unaccented minims, usually 
in the following rhythmic arrangements:2 
1 . Jeppesen, ~· cit., p. 149 
2 . ~., PP• 209-213 
7 
t 
II 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(3) After the third note the melody ascends one step. 
The cambiata can be used w.i. th or without the dissonance; used with 
a dissonance it is an example of leaving a dissonance disjunctly. Approach-
ing or leaving a dissonance disjunctly is not in the Palestrina style. The 
avoidance of such an effect is one of the chief features of Palestrina's 
dissonance treatment. Jeppesen justifies the disjunct leaving of a dis-
sonance in the cambiata in this way: the Gambiata is, he postulates, a 
variation or ornamentation of the unaccented passing dissonance, with the 
resolution to the note below the dissonance note del~ed.1 Inasmuch as 
Palestrina is very consistent in the observing of the third condition, 
Jeppesen's explanation seems valid. 
The bass part given in Example 7 provides an excellent illustra-
tion of cambiata usage in Morales. 
Ex . 7 
The "classis" Palestrina usage i s f ound in measure five of this 
example, but measures three and six are examples of freer, earlier usage. 
The freedom occurs after the third note. The leap of a third can also be 
found in Morales and occasionally the third note of the figure is used as 
a melodic cadence point with no subsequent interval. The latter treatment 
is probably the earliest form of the eambiata.2 
1. Jeppesen, ~· cit., P• 149 
2. ibid., P• 210 
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All of the above forms can be found in Joaquin as well as continua-
tion down after the third note and an ascending leap of a fifth at the 
same point.1 The latter two forms are not found in Morales. 
The form of the cambiata illustrated in Example 8 is called the amp-
lified cambiata by Jeppesen and is of somewhat more common occurrence in 
Palestrina, although rather foreign to that composer's style.2 Because of 
the return to the normal note of resolution, this ornamented form of the 
11 ca.mbiata is very closely related to the "classic11 form. The amplified ca.m-
1 
biata is found in Morales but there is no special preference demonstrated 
for it over the other forms. 
The fact that neither Palestrina nor Morales emplqys the descending 
motion after the third note gives them some affinity in cambiata usage, 
but Morales' freer use of the final interval remains a basic difference 
clearly placing Morales in the first half of the century. 
1. Jeppesen, ~15• cit., I 2. ibid., P• 2 " P• 218 (footnote) 
II 
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The freer forms of the cambiata employed by Morales are examples of 
disjunctly left dissonance. As was pointed out earlier, it is chiefly 
this matter of disjunctly lef t dissonance which separates Morales from 
Palestrina. Another important example in this category will be pointed 
out before the dissonance section is completed. 
III. Portamento 
Morales, like Palestrina, uses most often the form of t he dis sonant 1 
portamento with the step below as illustrated in Example 9.1 
1. Jeppesen, £E• cit., P• 187 
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Josquin uses the portamento dissonance with a descending third and ' 
also a descending fifth; his frequent use of the descending third, dis-
sonantly and non-dissonantly, is cited as a major stylistic trait by Jep-
pesen.1 Earlier usage also saw the portamento ascending in both minims 
and semiminims. 2 Morales -and Palestrina are aligned in their abandonment 11 
of these earlier forms. 
IV. Returning Note 
The returning note (or auxiliary note) is another dissonance de-
vice used in a similar manner by both Palestrina3 and Morales. 
1. Jeppesen, ~· cit., p. 187 
2. ibid., P• rB6 
3. 1b1d., PP• 180- 183 
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In both composers it appears under the following conditions: 
(1) Unaccented (occasionally relat ively accented in 
fusas) 
(2) Predominantly lower, occasionally upper 
(3) Proceeds from a consonance to a consonance 
(4) Predominantly in semiminims (occasionally in fusas) 
Jeppesen gives two very rare examples i n Palestrina (from early 
wor ks) of a mor e archaic form in which the semiminim preceding the re-
turning note is dissonant, violating the third condi tion.1 Morales does 
not employ this form in these masses. 
An example of a r elatively accented, lower returning note in fusas 
can be seen in Exampl e 17 in the comments on fusa dissonance. Jeppesen 
states that the relatively accented returning note is found only in 
fusas in Palestrina. An example of a semiminim, relatively accented, 
lower returning note was found in Palestrina (Example 10). It is undoub-
tedly rare but reflects on the use of "onlytt and "never11 even after such 
an extensive study as Jeppesen's. 
Ex . 10 
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II V. Conjunctly Introduced Dissonance Which is Left Disjunct!yl 
It has already been shown that Morales 1 use of the cambiata often 
results in the disjunct departure from a conjunctly introduced dissonance. 
It has also been pointed out that while the same appears to be true o:f Pal-
estrina, in that composer the disjunct effect is greatly modified by his 
treating of the cambiata figure as an unaccented passing tone with an orna-
1 mented, delayed resolution. 
In addition to the cambiata, there are several other forms of the 
disjunctly left dissonance to consider. These forms are represented by the 
following leaps from the conjunctly introduced dissonant note: 
(1) An ascending leap of a third 
(2) A descending leap of a third 
(3) An ascending leap of a fourth 
(4) A descending leap of a fifth (5) An ascending leap of a fifth 
(6) An ascending leap of a sixth 
(7) An ascending leap of an octave 
Jeppesen finds only one example each of type one2 and type two3 
in all of his Palestrina r esearch. The ascending leap of a third (type one) 
can be found somewhat more frequently in Morales. (Example 11) The descen-
' ding leap of a third (Example 12) is quite rare in Morales. 
Examples 11 and 12 are good illustrations of why these disjunct 
1 effects are not part of the Palestrina style or important parts of Morales' 
style • 
• Jeppesen discusses these occurrences as conjunctly introduced returning 
notes which are left disjunctly. This classification is not used here be- 1 cause there is no logical justification for labeling the dissonant note as 
a returning note; it could just as well be called a passing dissonance. 
There is now~ of knowing what dissonance it was intended to be. (cont.) 
l3 
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Ex. 12 
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It is Morales I use of the leap of a fourth from a conjunctly in- r 
troduced dissonance that provides another major contrast between Morales 
and Palestrina. (Examples 13 and 14) This dissonance is found frequently 
'I enough to be called a stylistic feature of Morales 1 music. This does not 
11 imply a frequency as great as the passing tone, for example, but the dis-
sonance is easily spotted, and in frequency outranks a dissonance such as 
the minim passing dissonance. Furthermore, the disjunct nature of this dis-
sonance figure makes it a good deal more prominent to the ear than the other 
more conjunctly treated dissonances; a moderate frequency is a telling one. 
Ex. 13 
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Jeppesen has found exm,~les of thi s leap of a fourth from a dis-
sonance in Palestrina, but calls them infinitesimal in number and only from 
11 early works.1 There is one poi nt of contact between Palestrina and Morales 
in the use of this form: both composers follow the leap of a fourth with 
compens at ing descending motion (Jeppesen gives examples from earlier writers 
I 
in which the motion after a l eap of a fourth continues ascending). 
I When Palestrina uses this dissonance, the note leapt to is always 
made i nto a syncope dissonance2• Morales will do this (Example 13) but not 
always (Example 14). 
Jeppesen provides an interesting comparative note when he states 
that this form of disjunctly left dissonance is "amply represented in the 
1
1. Jeppesen, EE_. cit., p. 202 
2. ibid.' p. 204 
II 
16 
I 
I 
works of Josquin, Obrecht and Isaacn1 • He also says that Goudimel uses it 
considerably.2 
An example from Clemens of the descending leap of a fifth from a 
1
1 dissonance is given by Jeppesen.3 It is not a feature of Morales or Palest-
rina. 
I The ascending fifth leap from a dissonance is found in J osquin and 
J other writers of the early 16th centur,r4 and Jeppesen gives an example from 
Josquin of an ascending leap of a sixth from a dissonance but indicates 
that this is rare for Josquin.5 Neither of these forms are part of the 
! Palestrina or Morales styles. 
Palestrina is represented with an example of a leap up of an octave 
I from the dissonance. Jeppesen reasons that this is a form of portamento6. 
I No examples from Morales have been found, although the non-dissonant form 
is quite col!llilon. 
Once again, as in the cambiata, a striking contrast to Palestrina 
I has been observed in the area of disjunctly left dissonance. It is noted, 
however, that with the exception of this dissonance, both Morales and Pal-
l estrina are seen discarding a great many of the earlier disjunct dissonance 
figures. 
VI. Note against Note Dissonance 
Note against note dissonance implies that two notes struck at the 
I same time have a dissonant relationship to each other. 
Wdnim note against note dissonance is not part of the Palestrina 
1 
style nor that of Morales. Jeppesen gives some very rare examples from 
II Palestrina, most of which involve the diminished fifth which "vibrates 
1. Jeppesen, ~- cit., P• 203 4. ibid., P• 207 
'1 2. ibid.' p. 202 5. ibid., P• 209 
j 3. ~., P• 208 6. ibid., P• 209 
'I 
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I. 
betvreen consonance and dissonance111 and "was perceived as halfway a con-
I sonance.n2 It is not surpr ising, therefore, that the one example discover-
·! ed in Morales also i-nvG-J.ves_!,_he diminished fifth. (Example 15) 
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Example 15 is not a very severe example of minim note against note 1 
writing because the B flat in the second alto, being. repeated, brings this 
example close to the more common dissonant passing minim. 
On the whole, Palestrina is careful about writing semiminim motion 
against minim dissonance, and only does so commonly It if the dissonance is 
not preceded in another voice by a crotchet.n3 This same condition is obser-
ved in Morales in Example 15. 
Illustrations of modified note against note dissonance involving 
I repeated notes are quite common in Palestrina and Morales . (Examples 3 and 
A more extensive and severe form of semiminim note against note 
i dissonance appears in Example 16a and 16bl from Palestrina. In these instan-
1. Jeppesen, 1;9 cit., P • 158 2. ibid., P• 
3· ibid., P• 153 4. ibid., P• 161 
18 
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I ces both voices converge to the dissonant point thereby producing a sharp 
I ! dissonant effect. 
Ex. 16 
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Jeppesen states that instances like those in Examples 16a and 16b I 
I are commonly employed in Palestrina and in earlier composers. "The musicians I 
of the 16th century constantly -wrote passages like the :following (l6a and i! 
I 16b). tt 2 He then writes several complex and intriguing pages3 in which he 
1 discusses such passages and searches for a governing principle in their 
1 composition. The following"rule 11 is then constructed: 
1~issonance in note-against-note --- provided 
the notes that stand in mutually dissonant 
relationship have the same value, and none 
of these are repetitions of immediately pre-
ceding notes --- may occur only when the 
notes in question are crotchets. In cases 
where note-against-note parts occur coinci-
dentally with greater note values in other 
parts, the parts that progress in crotchets 
ean either be consonant or dissonant as it 
may chance, provided each of these parts 
(when compared with each individual part 
that has greater note values than crotchets), 
is correctly treated with regard to disso-
nance."4 
The quotation is interrupted briefly to point out that examples 
from Morales which fulfill the above stated conditions can be found, but not 
I frequently. (See Example 11 and Example 2.5 from this chapter.) 
1. Jeppesen, ~· cit., p. 161 
2. ibid., P• loO 
3. ibid., P• 163-170 
4 . ibid., P• 170 
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"If all the parts at a given nmsical 
moment are used in note-ag~nst-note, 
each and every single part must pro-
gress rightly with respect to every 
other part, so1far as the dissonance is concerned. " 
The third condition appears in Palestrina in Example 16b. Exis-
tence of similar examples in Morales would not seem surprising, but I have 
uncovered none. 
The main point concerning such passages is the frequency of oc-
currence throughout the 16th century implied by Jeppesen. If Palestrina and 
the musicians of the 16th century did in fact ttcontinually wri te112 such pas-
sages, then it would seem that the lack of such passages in Morales would 
be a conservatism on his part. 
VII. Dissonance in Fusas 
Jeppesen does not discuss dissonance in fusas at any great 
length. There are probably two reasons for this: (1) the relatively spar-
ing use of fusas, and (2) being the notes of shortest duration, any dis-
sonant relationship is fleeting and not marked. 
Fusas appear in Palestrina in the following manner: 
(1) usually in pairs, ascending or descending 
(2) ocossionally in groups of four 
(3) in pairs, one or both m<\1 be dissonant 
(4) in groups of four, the first and third, or 
the second and fourth notes m<\1 be dis-
sonant.3 
Morales' use of fusas and fusa dissonance differs from Pales-
trina only slightly: (1) no groups of four fusas ernplqyed; (2) no examples 
of two fusas ascending with both dissonant. The double, ascending, disso-
nant fusas would be the most marked form, and the fact that Morales avoids 
this form implies a minor conservatism in the use of fusa dissonance. 
1. Jeppesen, ~· cit., P• 170 
I 2.ibid., P• 160 I 3. See Benedictus of Mass: Ut Re Mi Fa Sol La for illustration of groups of 1 four in Palestrina. 
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I Examples of fusas with dissonant relationships are illustrat-
il ed in Example l7a,b,c and d. 
I 
' Ex . 17 
'I 
I 
VIII • Syncope Dissonance1 
The s.yncope dissonance is used in the 16th century as a means 
of enhancing consonance. It represents 11 a conscious presentation of dis-
sonance in aesthetically accentuated contradistinction to consonance.n2 
Although the "fixedness•• which characterizes syncope disso-
nance treatment in the Palestrina style was arrived at through a gradual 
process,3 the conception of this dissonance as an enhancement of canso-
nance seems to have been always present. The first theorist known to have 
discussed ~ncope dissonance, the 15th century Guilelmus Monachus, des-
cribes it in such terms,4 as does the 16th century theorist, Zarlino.5 
1. In this thesis, as in Ueppese:h~a.the term hsyncope dissonance" refers to 
the entire held note from its usual consonant introduction to its disso-
nant clash. Thus the syncope 1li th the duration of a semi breve (the most 
common) can be diagrammed in the following way: 
~· cit., P• 227 
P• 227 
P• 225 
~=w~-~r================================================~F========= 
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The usual procedure for the handling of syncope dissonance 
in Palestrina is as follows: 
(1) It must be prepared through intro-
duction upon the unaccented beat 
(2) It must then remain stationary, 
whereby the dissonant relationship 
upon the next accented beat is 
formed. 
(3) And finally, it must be resolved 
into consonance by the descending 
degree of a second upon the suc-
ceeding beat.l 
Referring to them by the numerical names o£ the initial disso-
nan~ intervals and subsequent consonant intervals, the syncopations emplqy-
1 
ed are the 4-3, 7-6, 2-3, ( 9-~0), 2-1, 9-8. The first three are by far the 
most common. The susperided note is in the top voice in the 7-6 and the 4-3, ·· 
in the lower voice in the others. 
All of the above features of the usual Palestrina syncope dis-
sonance t reatment apply to Morales also. 
A. Dissonantly introduced syncope dissonance 
"On the whole, the use of dissonantly intro-
duced syncopation (#la sincopa tutta cattiva~~:: 
5. as the 16th century theorists cal~ed it), with 
the sole exception of the consonant fourth, 
was rapidly declining in Palestrinian music. It 
had reached its florescence towards the end of 
the 15th century; in the later part of the 16th 
these forms were considered archaic --- espe-
cially the type with the whole note syncope.n2 
Bearing out the above statement, the consonant fourth is the 
j most frequent form of dissonantly introduced syncope encountered in Morales. 1 
The usual features of the Palestrina consonant fourth are: 
(1) The fourth is appr oached stepwise 
and appears on a weak beat over a 
stationary bass. 
11. Jeppesen, EE_• cit., P• 227 
2. ibid., P• 239 
:::: 1===-
II 
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Morales 
(2) the fourth is then tied into the 
next strong beat where it becomes 
a syncope dissonance .l 
pl oys the consonant fourth in the same f ashion as em 
Palestrina. (Exatnple 18 ) 
duce cl 
mild 
sharp 
t his 
Com.par ed t o some of t he harsher forms of dissonantly i ntra-
syncope to be 
type. The fourt 
dis cussed next, the consonant fourth is a very 
h i n a ~ arrat'lgement was not considered as 
a dissonance a s the second or seventh; an illustration of 
in Morales i s t 
of parallel 6 3 
he occasionaly use of a t chord in a passage 
s . (See exa."'llples in Chapter Tvm ) chord 
E.x. 18 
I 
' 
r-
f-
I 
I 
! 
I 
' 
-
I. 
1 Jeppesen, op. cit _., p. 239 
It 
In the Jeppesen quotation which heads this section, it is no-
ticed that there is no reference to the Morales period. He points out se-
veral times in his discussions that he does not have enough comparative ma-
terial from the period just prior to Palestrina, the period of Morales, 
Gombert and Clemens-to mention just three. Gombert is never mentioned by 
Jeppesen,., and Clemens only two or three times. 
Since Jeppesen's book, more investi~ation has been undertaken 
in the Morales period. In the matter of the dissonantly introduced syncope 
specifically, Reese mentions Arcadelt and Clemens as composers who ttsome-
times" introduce the syncope dissonantly and he gives an example from Arca-
delt.1 To these composers we can add Morales. A rather extreme form of dis-
sonantly introduced syncope from Morales appears in Example 19. This leap 
to the dissonantly introduced syncope is rare in Morales, and it is com-
pletely out of the Palestrina st.1le. In fact, of all the examples of the 
dissonantly introduced syncope which Jeppesen gives from composers of the 
late 15th and early 16th centuries, none of them approach the sharpness of 
Example 19. 
1. Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance , W .w. Norton and Co., New York, 
1954. P• 401 
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A much more conjunct and common dissonant introduction of a 
~Jncope dissonance occurs in Example 20. This example has some relation to 
the consonant fourth, but the dissonant relation to the first bass and the 
second bass prevents it from being classified in this w~. 
il 
I 
Ex. 20 
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Pespite the fact that the dt••aaantq introduced syncope disso-
nance seems to be a 11 ttle freer and more frequent in Moralea than in Pal- ' 
estrina, the form is not really in the style of either composer and can be I 
considered archaic for 'both. 
B. D1sson8l'lt~ 1ntrcduc$d syncope· 
· dissonance combined 1d th minim 
l~~ returning notes 
The very description of this dissonance form seems foreboding 
GI)ough to forbid its appearance in either Palestrina. or Morales. Neverthe-
lees, Jeppesen firids example$ of it in Palestrina's earJ.r workth (Example 
21) He points out that exalllples can be found rather COlmllonly ~ound 1500 
i n such men as Obrecht 8nd lsaac.l He also gives examples from two or Pal-
estrina's contemporaries, Victoria and $oria.no. 
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'l'he interesting problem which Jeppesen posee i~ this: is this 
form of dissonance modern or archaic in Palestrina? Thie problem becomes 
pertinent to oraJ.es when Jeppesen sqs that the solution is clouded by 
lack of material in the period juet prior to Palestrina1 - again, the 
period ofi Morales . If examples could be found in Morales, it might help 
clear up another part of the story of the progress! ve deTelopment towards 
the Palestrina dissonance treatment in. the 16th century . 
No examples have been found in the Morales works examined for 
this tb.ef:!is . This does not provide much in the wq of solution. The only 
suggestion made here is that this striking device might be used for more 
hltrlllo~c, expressive purposes in the late 16th century than it wa.s in the 
e~iier peri.od . Jeppesen does not feel that this is the case in Palestrina. 
1 . Jeppesen, 21?.!. c:tt., .P• 244 
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1 because he f inds it only in early works. Because of the modern sound or the 
device (Jeppesen points out its later use in Mendelssohnt's Wadding March) 
' a special study to settle the questien might be or value. 
0. Irregular resolution o£ syncope dissonance 
There are several fprms of the irregularly resolved s.yncope 
~ 
dissonance which are fairly common in the late 15th and early 16th centu-
ries, and 'Which occasionally appear as archaisms in both ~orales and Pal-
estrina: 
(1) ~ ascending resolution is not a part of the 
Palestrina style, but it is f uM in Joaquin,. Obrecht, Coole and Dunstable.l 
This form is not frequ~ntly found in Morales J El:ample 22 illustrates one 
. . ,,; 
of the rare occurrences. 
I 
I 
-I ·. 
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(2.) The &J!CO:[!! di&s()llance with()Ut i'esolut i on, which I 
Jeppesen indicates is comparatively o£ten used in the early 16t h century, 1 
is not found in Morales a.nd. it would be fair~ surprising i.f' it we:r"e . 
(3) The ornamental.ly reeolved wncce is illustrated 
in Example 23 . It is· found in Palestrlna2 a.nd Morales but not wit h great 
frequency . 
1, Jeppesen, 22~ cit., P• 266 
12.1bid, , P• 270 
~ ·· 
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(4) ! de$c~ndi:r;;g ).egp .2! ! fifth before the normal 
resolution note is not in Morales• style. Jeppesl:m finds one example in 
I Palestrina.1 
I 
( 5) ! le!e .!2 ! dissonant n(lte before 2 nOrmal 
note of resolution is an antiquated form rarely encountered in Palestrina2 __ ;;...;;..;;..;;.;;;;. ;;..~-
· and ·definitely :not a part of Morales • style. 
D. Min:bn syncope dissonano• 
II 
I 
Palestrina uses the minim $Yneope dissonance on both the strongj1 
and weak minim. When it appears on the weak m1nim1 the resolution can as-
cend,3 
, 1, Jeppesen, 2£' cit.J P• 268 
1 2 ~ ibid., P• 267 
3• ibid,, P• 262 
,, -
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Morales rarely employs the minim syncope dissonance . Example 
24 ill ustrates one of these ra:re occurrences. The diseonant clash occurs 
,
1 
on the strong beat and is resolved in !he normal manner . 
Ex. 24 
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E. Double and triple sync ape dis-sonance 
The double syncope diss onari¢e of a 4-3 and a 7.-6 is pr obably 
the most common in the lf)th century; it -wa,s very pop-Ular about 1420.. $0. 
It is very rarely used .in Palestrina's t1me,l · 
This form of double dissonQnoe is somelthat more COIIUilon in Mora-
• les 1 exaznples or it being not too ~ftioult to find. (Example 25) 
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Although Jeppesen gives a rar$ example of a triple syncope disso- 1 
1 
nance in Palestrina,1 no exa.m:plea appear in Lfo:ral.ea .. 
I 
I 
F. Syncope dissonance used aimultant;aou.sly' w1 th, 
or in elese prood.mity toil other dissonant forms 
Morales quite .frequently employs syncope dissonance sil!lllltaneouE 
with, or in close praximity to other dissonance forms.- With the exception 
of the combination of the syncope and the second form of the relati"t"ely ac-
cente.d passing dissonance, Jeppesen does not discuss this aspect pf Palest-
I rin$Je dissoll$.ll.Oe treatment. It is not uncommon in Palestr1na, but there 
II seeJilll to be a greater usage of such passages in Morale.a. 
j l• Jeppesen, S?,• flit., - P• 2$8 
IJ 
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One o! the more frequently encountered .t'onns of this dissonance 
treatment is the combination o£ the relatively · accented passing tone and 
• the syncope in which the passing diaeonance occurs on the sync~s note or 
resolution. This is 1Uuetrated in uamplsa 26 and · 27. 
Ex. 26 
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Ex. 27 
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ExamPle 2S: illustrates a rather extreme example ot syncope dis-
sonance eOI!ibined with other dissonance forma. In thi• example there occnno 
(1) a double syncope (2) note against note dissommce (J) a portamento and 
(4) a lower auxiliary or ret'llrning note. 
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When s~ a technique as that illustrated in Examples 25, 26 and 
. ~( 
1 27 .is employed1 the traditional function ot the dissonance u an enhancer 
of consonance is clouded. 
lX. Further eombinationf ot diasonances used 
. . --- -----
simUltanaousg · · 
Combinations of dissonances (without the f3Y'Jleope) r·orm. a large 
1 .feature o.f Morale.a' dissonance treatment. A list or common and recurrine 
instances of such treatJBSnt follOQa 
(1) Oambiata and disjunct:J.¥ left dissonant note 
Example 13 
(2) Portamento ani passing dissonance 
Example 4 
(3) Relatively accented passing dissonance with dissonant 
passing minim 
Example lS 
(4) Disjunctly left dis$onance with dO\lble lower 
returning notes {single lc:rtmr auxiliary probab:Qr 
more CCIIIlmon) 
Example 12 
(5) Portamento and lowel" returning note 
Example 25 
( 6) Unaccented passing dissonance with disjunct4r 
left dissonance (not too common) 
Example 11 · 
x. s~ ch~ .2£. ch9ter o~ 
Although the significant P9!nte have been enphaaised durina the 
OOIU"H of the chapter • the length ani detailed natu;re o£ the discussiona 
demal¥i BOlD$ Jd.nd or compact ~· Th$ tollowin& chart will ael'ft to 
oryata.ll.ize the firdings ctl'lcerni.na d1saonance treatmnt ·in Uoral.ea u 
compared and contrasted to that ef Pate•ina· 
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Chapter Two 
VERTICAL SONORITIES1 
Many composers of the last half of the fifteenth and first half of 
the sixteenth century display a keen awarenes s of t he total Tertical 
soun:l, or chord, in t heir music. Joaquin, for example, writes the follow-
i ng passage in his "·range Li.ngu.att Mass. (Example 1) 
Ex. 1 
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l.The term vertical sonority is used to include both two note intervals 
and complete chords . This usage is based on the belief that two note 
intervals do not constitute a chard. 
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Here he maintains a steady succession of close~ spaced chords with only 
one slight deviation at measure three. At no point does he bring all four 
voices into perfect consonance. Although the use of direct fifths and 
octaves, doubled thirds at cadence points, and modal bass movement shows 
that he is obviously not following the harmonic practice of later periods, 
he is certainly thinking in terms of vertical sonority. 
This tendency to think in terms of vertical sonority began during 
the fifteenth century. Dr. Curt Sachs characterizes it as "another giant 
phase" in the course of music history: 
When Johannes Tinctoris, Flemish author of the earliest dictionary 
of music (c. 1475), somewhat boastfully said that his compatriot 
Dufay had written the first music worth listening to, he testified 
in his own exaggerated way that a radical break beyorrl the range 
of generational reversals had taken place in Europe. Guillaume 
Dufay and his generation in Italy and Burgundy had irrleed 
initiated another giant phase, in which, after the recognition of 
thirds and sixths as consonances, music was conceived of as a 
functional progress of cho?ds with melody, rhythm and polyphony 
o~ as dependent factors.-
~~ An examination of the music of the period shows more and more 
I awareness of the completeness and sonority of chords as they moved one 
I to the other. Morales displays this avrareness not on:~¥ in occasional 
chordal passages but also in the course of passages in predominantly 
polyphonic style. 
I 
I. Perfect and Imperfect Consonant Sonorities 
In his Masses, Morales uses two forms of' perfect sonority: the 
perfect fifth and a combination of the perfect fifth and perfect fourth 
(Example 2) • ~~ · Ex. 2 
---· 
----
2curt. Sachs, The Commonwealth of Art, N.Y., 1946, P• .348 
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He emplqys the following imperfect consonances: 
Ex. 3 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
major and minor triads in root position and first 
inversion 3 
diminished triad i n first inversion 
an occasional diminished triad in root position on 
the weak beat (Example 3) 
an occasional augmented triad in first inversion 
on the weal<: or strOt"lg beat (Examples 4 and 5) 
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The diminished triad. in first inversion is nearl¥ always in motion 
to a more solid imperfect consonance, the root actjng as a leading tone 
and moving up a half step. An exception to this occurs i n short passages 
3 The six-four chord is treated as a dissonance by Morales and is 
illustrated and discussed in Chapter One. 
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of consecutive sixth chords in which the diminBhed triad in first 
inversion moves to ancther chcrd by leap. This is illustrated in 
'• 
ExamplelCBin the discussion of consecutive sixths. 
Morales uses the augnBnted tria::l in first inversion in two 
quite different wa;rs in Examples 4 arrl 5. 
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1 In Example 4 he places the augmented triad on both the weak ani the 
str ong minim. This seems to represent a clear desire for the augmented 
color . Exampl e 5, however, is a much less striking and more conservative 
usage. Here the tenor, which cr eates the augmented triad, behaves very 
much like a suspension at the point where it forms a sixth with the 
bass. This indicates that the augmented triad in this instance is a 
result of linear motio~ts somewhat as a dissonance. 
II Chord Progression and Connection 
Morales often moves the roots of his chords by thirds or seconds, 
ascerrling or descending. I n so doing, he seems to want more to follow 
the melodic line of the mode than to favor chords built on particular 
degrees of the scale. The only degrees that he seems to have singled out 
far- a special function are the fourth and fifth degrees and then only 
in progressi ons leading to the final chord of important cadences. 
A typical sequence of root progressions appears in Exanple 6 
which charts the movement of one-hundred measures. 
Example 6: g d a C C EFlat, BFlat, F6 a G BFlat 
a F c c a BFlat g d F C G BFlat C g 
c a a BFlat a D a D G d g BFlat F 6 G 
a C. 
Here the movement may be classified as follows: by fifths, fourths, 
thirds and seconds. This example is typical of Morales in that the 
movellBnt by fourths and fifths is of greater frequency than that of 
seconds and thirds. This greater frequenqy of the larger intervals 
results, to a large extent, from the favoring of authentic cadences 
in both final and intermediate cadences. The typical modal movement of 
a descen::ling major second is defirri t ely in the minority. 
L.l 
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In connecting chords, Morales uses direct fifths and octaves (in 
inner and ru ter voices) quite freezy, but for the most part carefully 
avoids paralle l octaves and fifths. Frequently he leaps down a fourth 
to do so, as in this example f r om the Missa Pro Defunct is (Example 7). 
Ex . 7 
Examples of a similar nature are quite common in Morales. 
The music of' Morales is often tonal, in the sense of' h~ing a 
ck»a.y-"tS 
tonal center frorn whi~h ti.te ldavee and to 'Which it returns. Between 
times, however, the roots of the chcrds move in medal f'reedcm. 
III Chordal Passages 
Morales does not write extensive chordal passages within a 
I polyphonic Mass. He does ""Write passages in which the conception is 
I 
predominantly chordal, but such passages are never lengthY and never 
1 di·v.tded as neatly and definiteLy as the passage from Joaquin in 
Example 1. 
A good example of Morales 1 use of brief chordal passages appears 
in Example 8 of' Chapter Four. He carefully approaches the chordal style 
on the words "Et vi tam venturi n and leaves by means of rhythmic 
anticipation and overlapping. 
The Hosanna sections of the Masses are usually somewhat in a 
(' . . •. }. 
in chordal style, but Morales nearly always keeps the contrapuntal 
motion alive, if only by repeating notes in a voice, thereby giving 
sorne semblance of individual voice movement. It is also true that the 
use of motific s.rncopation (discussed in Chapter Four) in the Hosanna 
1
1 
sections keeps them from sounding chordal. 
Morales does write in an extended chordal style, but on:cy- if the 
entire work is in that style. Example 8 illustrates this. It cocurs 
1
1 in the predominantly chordal Requiem Mass fat' five voices. 
There are several things to be noticed about Example 8, some 
of which give further evidence to points already made: 
(1) 
(2) 
The entire passage is composed of full, rich, close 
sonorities. There are no perfect sonorities. 
There are no parallel fifths or octaves, al t..h.ough 
between measures 57 and 58, direct fifths occur in 
outer voices • 
(3) Fifteen chord progressions are by fourths and fifths, 
six by thirds ani eight by seconds. All but two 
of the secon:ls are ascending. 
(4) The final cadence is very tonal, but the over-all 
effect is one of modal harmonic movement. 
IV Harmonic Rhythm 
A. In a chat'dal texture 
Perhaps the most interesting thing to note about Example 8 has to 
do with harmonic rhythm. Below each line of this two stave reduction 
!l there is a chart of the actual rhythmic movement and below that a chart 
' of the harmonic rhythm. A strong harmonic progression is indicated by 
• an accent mark > ; a relatively strong progression by an accent mark 
I! in parenthesis ( >) • 
The first thing to observe is that twenty of the thirty measures 
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is that the points where the rhythmic motion is most static seem to 
I 
11 coincide vd th the points where the harm0nic rhythm is static . This 
I 
occurs at measures 60-63 and measures 76-78, however , Morales does 
1 not stop all motion at these points, but maintains linear moticn . 
I 
jl For example, in measure 62, two voices exchange notes by strong 
I intervals of a fourth . On paper in a piano reduction this looks slight, 
but to the ear this would give a sense of motion. 
·I The conclusion is, therefore, that while an harmonic rhythmic 
analysis is certainly applicable to this music, such an analysis 
must be considered along with the movement of the individual voice parts. 
It can be further conciuded that Morales displa;rs a definite tendency 
to place a strong harmonic accent on the first, strong minim of each 
group. 
One final observation of Exampl~8 reveals that there is an increase 
furl the rate of harmonic rhythm in the aporoach to the cadence. This II L 
I 
is a feature that recurs quite frequently in Morales 1 music . 
In performing music so obviously chordal, 0ne must not accent 
the individual voice parts metrically, particul arly the bass, which 
in this instance should maintain a dirge-like movement 'Wi. th a strong 
I sense of legato. The natural accent of hannonic rhythm should be 
'I the only accent . Otherwise the tvro voices which have the only motion 
I 
in measure 62, for example, will have to resort to a '\Veight accent 
11 in executing the intervals of a fourth, thereby ruining the effect. 
This points up the fascinating stylistic paradox of this music : 
it is conceived chordally, but not tc the extent whea:-e bass movement 
--~--- ~-
is the controlling factor. Example 8 is a passage written by a master 
polyphonist who is allowing the voice lines to submit, but not 
completely, to chordal control. To apply such criticisms as !!weak 
harmonic rhythm" or "faulty chord connection" is really to fail to 
leave our own harmonic conditioning behind, and:, more seriously, 
will prevent a full participation in the beru ties of such dual-style 
music. 
It hardly needs pointing out that the low range of the voices, 
the preponderance of minor color, and the as.ymmetrical design in 
Example 8 produce a profoundly expressive effect. 
B. Harmonic rhythm in a polyphonic texture 
Ex.arnination of a short movement in polyphonic style-by way of 
comparison with the predominantly chordal movene nt just considered-
reveal s a strong harmonic change at the beginning of each measure, 
wit h never less than two harmonic changes in a measure • (Example 9) 
This represents a fairly normal procedure f or Morales, in a busy 
polyphonic texture. It also indicates that his feeling for harmonic 
rhythm is much the same in chordal a.txl polyphonic textures. 
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V Consecutive Sixth Chords 
Brief passages of consecutive sixth chords f orm a significant part 
of Morales 1 styl e. (Examples ~6A and ::tO B) 
Ex. 
10 
(b) 
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An interesting thing about Examples 10 A and 10 B is the use of 
the six-four arrangement at the beginning of each group. 
Mo:ra::es uses consecutive sixth chords frequently and exper-tly . 
A very effective use of them as an approach to a final cadence appears 
in Exampl e ll. 
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VI Spacing of Chard Tones 
· Morales spaces chard tones with great care, preferring for the 
I II most part, closed groupings and evenly distributed open groupings. 
One of the widest spacings which Morales employs is the distance of 
two octaves and a fifth. (Exampl~ 12 B) 
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11 Quite often in these representative wide spacings (Example 12), the 
11 soprano appears farthest away from the other fairly closely grouped 
' 
,j voices . It is ver.r likely that Morales uses the widest spacings for 
I expressive effect. Examples of the use of unusual spacings for 
expr essive purposes occur quite often in his Motets. 4 
11 4Ememendus in m.elius i s a good example of t.hi s. 
I! 
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A further text of chcrd spacings in a polyphonic texture occurs 
in Example 13~ This example is a breakdown of chordal spacing i n which 
al. 1 dissora nee is removed. There is no attempt to maintain the ! 
r hythm in the breakdown. 
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5 Morales 1 expertnes s in chord spacing in a chordal texture can be 
observed in Example 8 of this Chapter. 
Example 13 shows clearly that the chord spacings are not at the mercy 
of the linear motion. There is a definite control of the vertical 
spacing, resulting in a predominance of closed, balenced sonorities. 
VII Frequency of Perfect Intervals 
ttif we went through the literature from the Netherlanders up 
to Palestrina, counting instances, 11 Jeppesen has stated, nwe should 
observe that the percentage of incomplete, enp ty sounding chords 
steadily decreases.'• 6 This generalization appears valid for the 
' music of Morales. An examination of Examples 8, 9 and l3 reveals but 
II 
one perfect sonori tw. "While perfect sonorities ma,y occur somewhat 
more frequently than tbi s , they are definit a y rare • 
VIII Cadences 
A . .Final cadences 
Morales consistently v~ites strong, convincing final cadence~ 
which are marked by full, rich sonorities and highly tonal character-
istics. 
The final cadences reveal a preference for complete triads on 
the final chords. The following tabulati m supports this fact: 
Number of final cadences: 66 
Number of complete final chords: 48 
Number of incomplete final chords: 18 
The cadences af subsections reveal the same picture . 
Morales writes the authentic cadence (V-I) more frequently than 
any other type. This is true for both final and internadiate cadences. 
6Jeppesen, op. cit., P• 
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writes the plagal cadence (IV-I) in final cadences wb:m the mcx:le 
is Phrygian, but very seldom otherwise. The Phrygian cadence 'With the 
next to last chord built on the tcne one degree below the f:in al (in 
first i nversion) appears very infrequently, and never at final 
cadences. The cadence using the first inversion of the diminished 
triad (vii6-l) occurs frequently in intermediate cadences, but 
not in final cadences. It is clear, therefore, that Morales employs 
only the strongest cadence forms for final cadences. 
Morales often uses the extended final cadence in which one or 
more voices hold tones of the final chord while other voices take 
part in a series of IV-I progreeaion~. (Example 1.4) He uses this 
form often enough to warrant calling it a major style characteristic. 
It often appears in its longest and most extensive form as the very 
last cadence of a Mass, thus giving weight and finality to the end 
of the work. 
The tonic or final note is definitely emphasized and enhanced 
through the use of the exterrled cadence. It provides, in fact, a 
kirrl of harmonic version of the melodic elaboration of the final 
discussed in Chapter Three. 
I 
II 
_j_ 
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B. Intermediate cadences 
Morales does not like to come to a full stop within the Mass 
sections or subsections; instead1 he links the intermediate cadences 
to the next imitative point, producing a continuous, mesha1 fabric. 
In the intermediate cadences the authentic cadence is still the 
favorite, with the leading tme cadence (vii6-i) coming next. The 
plagal cadence (IV-I) appears rather infrequently in intermediate 
cadences, the Phrygian even less. 
Morales writes two types of intermediate deceptive cadences 
frequently: the first type can be likened to the V-IV progression 
and the second to V-VI. They are quite common, particularly the 
latter. (Example 1$ ) 
5h 
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Ex. 15 
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There is no doubt about the str-ong tonal feeling in the final 
cadences. They are rich, full, ani as convirx:: ing as any that 
Palestrina has written. 
IX Use.£!: Chordsfor ~Delineation 
Morales demonstrates a very real understanding of the power 
which chords have to express textual meaning, particularly when 
they are contrasted to a predominan tJ.y polyphonic texture . 'Ihe 
following are same of 1h e most typical examples of Morales t use 
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Ex. 17 
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of:i:this technigp.e: 
(1) Short chordal passages in combination with a 
broadening of the rhythm to depict particularly 
significant passages of the religirus text: 
(a) At the words "Jesu Christ e•• in the Gloria. 
This is a recurring feature in the Masses . 
(Example 16) 
(b) At the wards ttconfi~ar unum baptisma" all the 
voices unite to giveA~ffect of one. 
(Example 17) 
(c) At the words "Et vitam venturi''. This is an 
effective an;subtle expression of the 
affirmative confidence which these final 
words of the Credo express. 
(Example 8 in Chapter IV) 
The following are, therefore, the chief features of Morales 1 
use of vertical sonorities: 
!.Definite manifestation of the growing sensitivity to 
chordal sonority and chordal movenent. 
2 .Sparing use of perfect sonorities. 
3.A limited use of chordal passages within a predominantly 
polyphonic texture . (This feature provides a striking 
contrast to Palestrina.) 
4.Strong tonal cadences with a frequent use of the 
extended cadence. 
5.A fairly fast rate of harmonic rhythm with a tendency 
to place the harm:mi c accent to coincide,:.with the 
strong minim of a measure. 
6.Frequent use of brief passages of consecutive sixth 
chords. 
7 .A preference for the complete tria:i far the final 
chozd. 
8.Consistent use of overlapping intermediate cadences. 
9.0ccasional exploitation of the augmented sonority. 
lO.Use of brief chordal passages for purposes of text 
delineation. 
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Chapter Three 
MELODY 
In the writing of melody Morales displays ~ of the same features 
Which are common to his contemporaries and to Palestrj.na. However, there 
also appear in the Masses certain traits that are more distinctively 
characteristic of Morales himself, such as his use of melodic sequences 
and undulating melodic segments. 
Turning first to basic melodic features that are found in many 
composers of the time, Morales' preference for the various melodic 
intervals is, approximately, in this order: 
1. major and minor seconds 
2 • major and minor thirds I 
I 
3. perfect fourths, fifths and octaves 
4. major and minor sixths 
Of these, the seconds, thirds, fourths and fifths appear aseerrling and 
descending. Octaves are most frequently ascending. Minor sixths occur 
occasionally_, alweys ascending. Major sixths, aseen::ling , appear very 
rarely. 
Fourths and fifths tend to predominate slight:zy in the bass voice .• 
This is due in large part to the frequent occurrence of strong authentic 
and ext ended cadences. This frequency of the perfect intervals in the 
bottc;:m:, voice indicates the increasingly harmonic conception of the bass 
part in the Late Renaissance. 
Another melodic feature of Morales' that is pretty much standard 
II 
I 
procedure in his day is the compensation for skips by stepft:iSe motion 
in the opposite direction. When he leaps up, he normally descends 
stepwise, as here: 
Ex. la 
or, vice versa, vmen he leaps down, he normally comas up a step, as here: 
Ex. lb 
Th.is principle appears also in more extended fonn here: 
------ 1 If•) .,---. 1 Ex. lc (I 
(( lJ , "'\~ h I I 
' 
0 L~ 
There are, however, exceptions to this rule, although tre general 
principle of compensation for skips still seems to operate. The 
compensating stepwise movement may appear as a skip, though normally 
not as great as the initial leap. Here,for example, Morales compensates 
for a fifth by a fcur1h and then a step: 
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Ex. 2a,b 
There are also exceptions to the principle of compensation for 
skips itself. Fairly commonly, when the sld.p is of a third, Morales 
continues on with a step in the same direction: 
Ex. J a , b 
J I 16 I 0 
e-· ~ 
Also, on occasion, when the interval is of a fru.rth, he continues on 
stepwise: 
I Ex. l fa ,l 
This appears less frequently t han the th:ird, and exceptions to the 
principle of compensations far skips involving intervals larger than 
the fourth are still less frequent. 
On infrequent occasions, Morales skips twioe in the same direction, 
and even outlines melodically a triad (though without harmonic signifi-
cance). 
Up to this point the description of melodic writing could apply 
to both Palestrina and Morales as well as many other writers af the 
pericxi. We come novf to two particular characteristics of Morales' melcxiic 
style which provide contrast to Palestrina and help to place the style 
in the third, fourth and fifth decades of the sixteenth century. 
Melodic sequence can almost be considered a major characteristic 
of Morales. It does not, however, appear with complete consistency 
throughout his Masses : although one work m.ey include much sequence, 
another may have only a suggestion of it. 
His use of melodic sequence ranges from very extensive to very 
modified. Example 5 is the most extensive example fouro in these :Masses. 
The bass line has a fj_ve unit sequence which is followed by a variation 
of .the same five units. The first alto has a scale unit sequence 
against the bass sequence ani other voices also have suggestions of 
sequence. 
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There is a great difference in the actual sound of a sequence in 
Morales from that of a later composer such as Johann Sebastian Bach. 
One of the chief reasons f<F this difference is the fact that Morales 
very seldom uses melodic seq1ence in combination with harmonic secpence. 
Example 5 illustrates a rare example of this combination in Morales 
in measures 71-78. 
Another reason 'Why a Morales sequence sounds different~ from 
those of later periods is that the non-sequential motion of other 
voices tends to diminish the sequential effect. It is for this reason 
that the combination of melodic and harmonic sequence in Example 
5 does not really sound to the ear. In that example the soprano twists 
and turns in absolute contradiction to the sequential patterns. (Measures 
74-77) 
Less extensive and more typical illustrations of Morales 1 use 
appear in Examples 6 and 7. 
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Morales seems t o express a preference far the descending sequence, 
I although he does write the ascen::iing f orlJl on occasions. An example of 
an ascending sequence used for climax preparation appears in Example 
'I 8. 
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I! The second distinctive, major melaiic characteristic of Morales 
is the use of melodic phrases and segments which undulat e or revolve 
aroun1 one or two notes within a very limited range . This occurs in 
r Exanple 9. 
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This technique provides quite a contrast to the use of sequence , and 
. 
I 
in many instances its purpose seems to be to balance or compensate 
for that technicpe. Occasi onal:zy-, however, the undulating technique 
gives a feeling of momentary loss of direction. 
These two techniques of sequence and undulating melodic segments 
form a large and striking part of Morales' melodic style. They do not, 
hO\I'rever 1 alweys occur in extensive forms, very often being used in a 
modified wa;y. Example 10 illustrates a telescoped ani modified use 
of bath techniques: measures 3 and 4 represent a modified sequence 
ani measures 5, 6 arrl 7 illustrate a modified undulating passage. 
The undulating segment here serves not on:J¥ as contrast for the more 
constructivistic earlier' measures , but also outlL11es and prepares 
the final melodic cadence on A. Morales employs the technique for 
this purpose quite frequently. 
The balance between the two contrasting technicpes which is 
illustrated in Example 10 has a relation to the normal melodic 
practice of compensation and balance between leaps and stepwise 
movement. 
Ex. 10 
Passing on from a consideration of these fairly specific tech-
niques, we came to a consideration of Morales' use of melodic phrases 
in general-t..h.eir repetition, length, and :i1 cp e. Morales often repeats 
melodic phrases exactly, at the same pitch or transposed. Such a 
technique is not unusual in his time or in that of Palestrina. Some-
1mat peculiar to Morales, however, is his use of it in the bass 
voice as an approach to the cadence as in Example 11. In that example 
the repetitions are in pairs . In the initial and final notes of each 
of the repetitions there is a planned approach to the final G7 which 
is sounded frequently during the passage: 
a D-G-
a' G-3-
b G-A 
b' G-A 
c D-D 
c' A-G 
d D-G 
d' A-G· 
e G-A 
e' C-D 
e G-G 
Such an approach to a final cadence, emplo,ying repetitions of phrases, 
is a fairl;r common occur;ence in Morales, though not alweys in as 
extensive a form as Example 11. 
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The average phrase len£;;th in Morales is probably between six and 
eight measures. There are, however, phrases of considerably greater 
length. (Examples 12 and 13) 
-------------------------
k~ - ~• - e 
0 
~------------------------------~R~~ ;3 --------------------------------------~ 
The use of a lengthy melisma in just one voice appears occasion-
ally in Morales. Example 13 is an example of this. Such a techniqp.e 
is not part of the later Palestrina style_, and its appearance in 
Morales constitutes a point of difference between the two composers . 
Similar instances can b e observed in Nicolas Gombert, Morales 1 
conta'!lpora.ry, and it is very likely that the device is somew'.ca t 
archaic in both composers. 
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In addition to the sheer length of cert.ain phrases in Morales, the 
various shapes of them are significant and somewhat individual. There 
is considerable variety in the shapes of Morales 1 phrases_, with these 
three contours appearing in decreasing order of frequenqy: 
1. fairly quick ascent followed by slover, gentler 
descent (Example 14) 
2. slow, gradual ascent with fairly gradual descent 
(Example 15) I J. gradual ascent with fairl;v quick descent 
(Example 10) 
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Within this variety there are certain recurring features: 
1. ascent by leap of an octave to the climax point 
of the phrase (Example 14), often near errl of 
phrase (Example 12) 
2. gradual descent by sequence (Examples 6, 1 and 
1.4) 
3. very gradual ascent over many measures until top 
is reached-a kind of submerged climax (Example 
15) 
Finally, Morales displqs an awareness of the expressive 
possibilities of the different sizes of melodic intervals. He often 
employs small intervals to e:xpress sorrow and penitence, larger 
intervals for expression of :rrore powerful or dramatic moods. 
Example 16 illustrates this sensitivity to the expressive power 
of different- sized intervals: 
1. the words 11et homo factus est" in the sopra...•o 
of the first measures are strengthened through 
the use af the ascerrling fmrth 
2. ttcrucifi.xus11 motive has a gentle undulation 
of small inter vals 
3. 11passus et sepultustt motive returns to undulation 
of s mailer intervals 
In addition to the examples found in this extremly expressive 
passage, many other illustr ations of this type can be found in 
Morales. 
In conclusion, Morales employs the basic materials of melody 
in very much the same way as Palestrina and o th ar composers of the 
time; however, he also displ.9iVS much individuality in the use 
of techniques such as melodic sequence and undulatirg melodic segments. 
Chapter Four 
RHYTHM 
In sixteenth-century Mass writing there was almost continual 
1 development away from the rhythmic intricacies and complexities of the 
I 
1 fifteenth century towards a clear, uncomplicated rhythmic style. This 
,I 
development culminated in the rhythmic clarity of Palest.rina 1s Masses. 
This clari~ of rhythmic style is based on a system of regularly 
stressed beats. Jeppesen comments on the development of this feature: 
But the musical works themselves afford unmistakable 
evidence that in the 16th century, or perhaps even 
earlier, there was introduced a collective rhythm with 
regularly recurring accents, between which and the 
individual rhythm of the single parts there arose mutual 
strife and contradiction.l 
I Without such regularly recurring accents, the entire refinement of 
'1 dissonance usage which was being developed in the tine of Morales 
I would have been impossible. 
II 
j Morales, for the most part, writes in a clear rhytr.tmic style 
in accord with the developn:ents described above. He produces 
rhythmic counterpoint which gives an over-all impression of graceful 
and supple interplcw between voices. The nature of this interplay is 
such that if one examines a rhythmic pattern in a single voice, 
J cJ J d 
·I it is nearly always possible to predict a compensating motion in a 
second voic e: J d, J cl 
p f ' p f 
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11 In such a style, each voice is dependent upon the other voices for its 
II rhythmic existence, a.?ld no one voice is allowed to be cane so 
II 
rhythmically independent that it obscures the fundamental beat. 
However, Morales does occasionally employ techniques which 
I create passages of rhythmic complexi W• 'I'he use of these techniques 
1 makes the music distinguishable as being from the middle of the 
century rather than the latter part. They also provide variety and 
1' vitality in the music. 
II The first of these techniques is the use of four againlit three 
and t hree against two. (Example 1) 
r: ;<. i 
~ 
( bl o · o · o· 
0 f p p p 
0 0 o · 0 
Morale s uses this sparingly and not in eNery Mass. Similar examples 
occur quite frequently in Joaquin des Praz (c.1450-1521) and earlier 
writers. Ther e is no doubt t.l-J.at the use of this technique in Morales 
is an archaic one • 
Another device which Morales employs more frequently than the 
last mentioned is the use of different rhythmic motives far the same 
1 opening 1rords of a movement or important i:mita~ve point. In this way 
! he avoids strict imitative entrances. This is just one af the ways 
74 
t hat Morales di spleys his dislike of clear, strict imitative beginnings. 
(Example 2) 
0 0 d· J d d 
[c 
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(c-1 - ,-, ... , f:l 
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If' 
,..-+-
p F f f 0 ~c:;~ 
f F F F o 
i •l C:tl r"l).. 
Other means are (1) the use of a subject in long notes and a counter-
subject in shorter notes and liTelier rhythm (Example 3) and (2) having 
II one pair of voices enter successive]Jr and~ secorrl pair sil!D.lltaneously 
I (Example 4) • 
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Instances of strict imitative beginnings do occur but the.r are the 
exceptions. Only rarely does Morales write anything like the long, 
sustained imitative beginning associated with Palestrina. 
II The two features of Morales 1 rhythmic style just discussed 
provide some contrast to the essentially clear rl~hmic texture 
described at the beginning of the chapter. The next examples have to 
do with techniques of syncopation) which Morales employs in a fairly 
limited manner. 
The synccpation pattern (a) d 0 is used very frequently 
by Morales ani a great ma.ey other sixteenth-century composers. He also 
employs the following variations of that pattern: (b) J J o J 
(c) d d· J cl 
I 
• While it is true that these are syncopated 
rhythmic patterns, their use in a polyphonic texture provides little 
more than a gentle displacement of the basic beat. In combination 
I with the compensating interplay of the other ToicesJ this is a smooth 
syncopation which provides an enhancement of the accented beat . Examples 
5 and 6 illustrate the pattern as it occurs in a polyphonic texture . 
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Morales does not write the type of s.yncopation in which a single 
voice has a "highly intricate and crotchety rhythmic configuration."2 
Manfred Bukofzer describes this type as it appears in Obrecht. The 
fact that Morales avoids such forms is further evidence that he is 
seeld.ng a simpler rhythmic style. Occasionally' he allows a single voi ce 
to indulge in a melismatic phrase, but not of the highly complex, 
s.yncopated nature that appears in Obrecht and other, earlier writers. 
Another type of s.yncopatio~which Bukofzer calls "motific 
s.yncopation~involves repetition of a aelOdic unit which is 
rhythmically conceived in opposition to the basic beat. Example 5 
in Chapter Three contains an instance of motific syncopation 
in Morales . The repeated bass motive is in rhythmic conflict with the 
basic beat; and, making it even more complex, the repeated unit in 
the alto is conceived ¢.-th the basic beat. An example such as this is 
found only infrequently in Morales. He does not usually allow his use 
of sequence to result in rhytbm:i.c complexities of this nature. 
Morales also writes a type of syncopation which is the result 
of very close iwitation, usually in a triple meter. This type is 
somewhat related to moti~ic syncopation. It occurs almost exclusively 
in the Hosanna sections of Morales' Masses_. which is the only spot 
where he consistently employs triple meter • . , Example 7 illustrates 
this kind of syncopation. The imitation at the t ime interval of a 
breve combined with the triple meter produces a syncopated, stretto-
like effect. Passa~es like this are found more connnonly in Joaquin 
and earlier composers, partly' because they used the triple meter 
quite frequently. 
2Manfred Buk:ofzer, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Music, N.Y., 1950 . 
p. 296 
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This preference of Morales for the squarer quadruple and duple 
meters is another factor which helps produce the straightforward 
rhythmic style of his music. 
The conclusion concerning Morales' use of synccpation is, 
therefore, that he employs the more extensive forms onzy in a 
limited manner. This limited use ,d®s, however, give variety and 
I 
, vitality to bi.s polyphonic music. 
I 
There is another striking technique which appears in Renaissance 
music and involves the use of increased rhythmic activity in the 
measures leading up to important cadences. Bukofzer describes this 
phenomenon in connection with Okeghem (c.l42D-l495) : 
Okeghem takes great care to build up tension toward the end an:1 
to create a feeling of expectancy leading up to the final cadence. 
He steps up the melodic pace and the harmor..ic rhythm, increases 
the contrapuntal complexity, and by joining these devices achieves 
a distinctly climactic stretto effect. This "drive to the cadence'~ 
as the phenomenon may be called, seems to be a characteristic 
of on:cy the middle phase of Renaissance music (1480-1530) and 
seems to be restricted to composers of the Franco-Flemish school.3 
Traces of this technique occur in Morales. For example, he will 
1 
occasionally increase the rate of harmonic rhythm just before final 
cadences (Ex. f) C.,~£:i;t, ~ ) , but he very rarely 11steps up the melodic 
I pacen or 11increases the contrapuntal complexity." The increased motion 
1 in the last seven measures of Example 8 might possibly be interpreted 
I 
as an instance of drive to the cadence, but it is very likely that the 
impulse for the increased activity comas from a desire to express the 
I 
positive affirmation of the text and does not, therefore, imply an 
I atteq>t to prepare for the cadence with strictly musical means. 
Nevertheless 1 the very lack of the more extensive forms of drive 
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to the cadence in Morales is significant for the follo~~ reason: te 
employ the technique, a composer must be willing to write a fairly 
'I sudden diminution of note values, and this Morales does not like to 
do. Within sections of the Masses, Morales maintains what might be 
I 
ter:rood a unity of note values. In other words, if the predominant motion 
is by minims ar.d semi-minims, he is not apt to 'i>uddenlzjfSring iri\ several 
measures in -which fusas are predominant. This principle pl~s a large 
I role in the creation of Morales 1 clear rhythmic style. The unity may 
not ).l~ as complete u it ia in Palestrina, but the violati.ona are 
infrequent. 
Furthermore, when Morales does write fairly sudden augmentations 
I or diminutions of note values, it is nearly alweys for purposes of 
I text delineation. The occasional and brief changes in meter 
! quadruple to triple am back again can be explained in this 
from 
manner. 
Example 8 provides a good illustration of this. This emphasis on 
text rather than on strictly musical matters makes Morales an integral 
'I part of the late Renaiss~ce. 
Another reason -why" thec'.drive to the cadence is against Morales 1 
musical concepts is that it does •~mot allow far the broad, tonal cadences 
of which he is so fond. 
In summary, Morales' rhythmic style is predominantly straightforward 
ar.d clear . This clarity is produced by: 
(1) a sparing use of the more extensive forms of 
syncopation found in earlier 'enaissance 
composers 
(2) a preference for quadruple and duple meters 
(3) a unity of note values within sections 
(4) a rhythmic counterpoint Vihich is marked by 
graceful and supple, compensating interplay 
'c'betwe-en Yoices. 
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However 1 variety and vitality are added to the oveP6.ll clarity 
tP.rough the occasional use of: 
(1) four against three and three against T~\2' 
(2) motitic synccpation 
(3) imitative entrances which are not r hythmic-
ally strict 
(4) brief passages in which the note values are 
in augmentation or diminuti.on (free )for 
purposes of text delineation 
(5) meter changes (duple to triple and back), 
the change being for a very brief duration_ 
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Chapter Five 
SUM1\1ARY AND CONCLUSION 
This thesis has attempted to discover the main features of 
Morales 1 handling of dissonance, vertical sonority, melody and rhytlun. 
It has also indicated, secondarily and wherever possible, whether 
the important features can be considered manifestations of the general 
trends of the period, or, in some instances, archaisms~ Tnis final 
chapter >till sunnnarize these findings and, in conclusion, offer a 
general description of the music. 
In the use of dissonance Morales discards many of .the earlier, 
cruder dissonance devices and, in so doing, goes far towards the 
Palestrina style. Nevertheless , there are two important and dist inct-
ive features of Morales' dissonance treatment which provide contrast 
to Palestrina, na.vneiy, the freer use of the canbiata dissonance, and 
the frequent use of the disjunctly left dissonance which uses an 
ascending leap of ~ .. fourth . In both of these features Morales 
demonstrates a rather liberal attitude towards the clisjunctly left 
dissonance . Such an attitude is not found in Palestrina. 
Other, less strilcing contrasts to Palestrina dissonance treat-
ment occur. For instance, there is a strong possibility that Morales 
uses differ ent types of dissonance simultaneously a...nd in close 
proximit y more often than Palestrina. Furthermore, Morales appears , 
occasionally, t o be s or.1ewhat more conservative t han Pclestrina in the 
use of certain devices , particularlY in note-ar_~ainst-note dissonance 
and in the resolution of thefourth note of t he relatively accented 
l It is possible that some of the more complex devices ·which are also 
found in earlier writers(and are therefore called archaisms in t his 
thesis) might be manifest;ati ons of the ba.roque f l ourish of t he 1530s. 
See Curt Sachs, The Commonwealth of Art, N.Y., 1946 pp . 122- 4 
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pass ing seiPir!linim. 
Thus, Morales' dissonance treatment is marked by a mixture of 
a foreshadowing of Palestrina style and a clinging to certain earlier 
devices. 
Morales' use of vertical sonorities provides definite mani festa-
tion of the groYnng sensitivity durine; the late Renaissance to chords 
and chord movement. This is illustrated by his preference for strong, 
tonal cadences, carefully grouped chord tones, complete chords, and care-
f ul placing of strong harmonic accents. 
One of the most distinctive features of Morales' use of vertical 
sonorities is the very sparing emplo:,'lnent of completely chordal passages 
wit.:1in a polyphonic Mass. Such passages are always vertJ brief. This fea-
ture is in strong contrast to the practice of his predecessor, Josquin, 
and of his successor, Palestrina. 
Another i mportant feature of Morales' use of chords is the 
frequent occurrence of brief passages of consecuti ve sixth chords. 
Generally speai-:: ing, there are fewer archaisms in orales' use 
of vertical sonorities th2n in any oi' the ot her musical elements exa.rnine<l. 
e-e. i n this t hesis. 
IEorales 1 melodic writing f ollows, i n mar:ty respects, the practice s 
of the peri od . He urites, for instance , predominant l y stepwise motion 
and is generally car eful about compensating f or skips. 
There are, however, tTm devices which f orm a very disti nctive 
part of Morales ' mel odic style, i.e., t he use of melodic sequence ar:td 
undulating melodic se gments. The se two contrasting devices of ten compl i -
ment each other and provide a compensating balance of melodic motion. 
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There also appears in 11o).·ales 1 Lelodic vrri ting an occasional 
meli sma in one voice . Examples ef the same .J.re not unconunon in 
t1orales 1 t ime , but they c2.n be co;-lsidered s omevrhat arclw.ic. 
As in dissonance and melody, lv!oral e s 1 r h;vt l-lill.i.C style cont ains 
a mixture of t he trend t owards t he classicistic Palestrina s t yle 
and certain ra·i:,her archaic devices . i\ioral es 1 r oythmic style is, 
however, predomin2.ntly clear and uncomplicated ,vlit h a rhytlr .tic 
counter point of graceful and supple intcn~_t)lay between the voices. 
He avoi ds , f or ·t:he most part, any of the extensive and compl ex 
syncopation teclm :i_ques of earlier renaissance music . 
Nevertheless, t he occasional use of four a gainst three and 
t h ree a :::a i nst t wo, passages of m.otific s yn copation, and i.rn~;_tative 
entrances ·whi ch are not rh~rthmic <:'l ly strict 1 give to the musi c 
enough rhythr~tic conplcxi ty to make it disti nguishabl e from t he 
music of Pa l est rina and other w:..-.iters of the last half of the 
century . 
Turning noTf to Ywrd- painting, ?Jiorales emp l oys the variou s 
melodic intervals, short chordal pas sages , and v ariou s r!1yt.hmic 
e lements t o portray t he meanin g of certain pas s ages of the t ext. 
It i s very likely t hat his use of text delineati on is more subtle 
and maturely conceived t han so me of t he more obvious ex 2.r. ples of 
vmrd- painting f ound in the period . Nevert heless, his use of the 
technique f or t he mor e fervent and tender moments of th e Mass 
text is extremely ex:Jr essi ve an d deepl y f elt . 
It is clear, theref ore, that, with the exception of verti cal 
s onority, t he re is in each of the musical elements examined in 
this thesis a mixture of the progres s ive motion towards t he 
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Pal estri na style and certain archaic qualities. This . mi J>.'ture creates 
a musi cal style of gr eat technical variety . The ear would i mmediately 
r ecognize the difference between these Masses of Morales and those of the 
l ater Roma..11 School by the existence of this mixture of styl i stic elements. 
Despite the f act t hat Mas s writing tended to be more conservative 
than other more advent urous foms of the period, t he contrasts and variety 
of these r.iasses of iYiorales give the music excitement and vital ity. It is 
unfortunate, only, that the Mass, being YITi tten f or such a speci i'i c pur-
pose does not receive wi der performance. These are not works just to be 
a..11alyzed; t hey are significant, expr essive works which deserve t o be r e-
moved from t he libra17 and allov1ed to sound. 
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Appendix 
Cristobal Morales 
Biographical Outlinel 
c. 1500 Born at Seville, Spain (no documentation; family backgrou...n.d 
uncerta:in) 
1526-1530 Maestro de Capilla-Cathedral at Avila 
1530-1535 movements unknown 
1535 joined the Papal choir 
1538 first known work- a secular cantata commissioned f or the Peace 
conference at Nice 
1545 became ~~estro de Capilla at Toledo 
1547 left Toledo 
1547-~-9 movements unkn mvn 
1550 Maestro de Capilla at Marchena (near Seville) 
1551 Maestro de Capilla at Malaga 
1553 Died- Malaga 
1 The sources f or this biogr aphical outline are: ttA Fourt h Centenary 
Bj_ographytt by Robert Stevenson in the Journal of t he American 
l.iusicological Society , Vol VI, an d ~Music of the _Renaissance11' by Gustave 
Reese, N.Y. 1954, p. 587 
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